Deep Run PBIS Quick Guide

Deep Run Rangers lead the way!

Deep Run expectations are to be engaged, kind and responsible.

The school pledge...
“ I am a Deep Run Ranger. Today I will be engaged, kind and responsible. My success is up to me!”

Celebrating Positive Behavior

Praise: Lots of it. Staff gives positive reinforcement by giving students direct and specific praise.

Bear Bucks: Students earn rewards for demonstrating engaged, kind and responsible behavior, such as perseverance, good effort, being prepared and helping others. Bear Bucks are traded for rewards.

Ranger Mart: Students are able to purchase items from the Ranger Mart with their Bear Bucks.

Ranger Club: Quarterly school-wide celebrations.

When a student’s behavior does not meet school expectations, ALL staff follow school-wide consequence procedures

These procedures are based on 123 Magic strategies and are as follows:
Student receives their first reminder (off-task behaviors, interrupting instruction, etc),
* teacher responds with the child’s name and “that’s one”
If the behavior continues, the student receives their second reminder,
* teacher responds with the child’s name and “that’s two”
If the behavior continues, the student receives their third reminder
* teacher responds with the child’s name and “that’s three, take five”
  ▪ the student is sent to the take five area with their work and a timer is set for five minutes.
**There may be multiple take five areas if needed for more than one student.

If a student gets to a 2nd take five or an automatic take five (unsafe or extreme behaviors) the student is sent to the take five area to complete a Ranger Reflection form. After a take five, the student rejoins instruction and gets a fresh start.